This article discusses the potential usefulness of brain/ behavior correlational analyses in functional neuroimaging studies of memory, and how such analyses can illuminate the role of medial temporal lobes (MTL) and the hippocampus in episodic and declarative memory processes such as encoding and retrieval. Reanalysis of the results of four previously reported positron emission tomography (PET) studies yielded evidence of both positive and negative between-subjects correlations between recognition-memory accuracy and regional blood flow. The sites of these correlations were in MTL regions as well as in other cortical and subcortical areas, including frontal lobes (Brodmann areas 6, 9, 10, 11, and 47), temporal lobes (BAs 21, 22, and 38), insula, fusiform gyrus, and cuneus/precuneus. These findings were discussed with respect to issues such as localization of the correlation sites, the distinction between brain sites revealed by brain/cognition correlational analyses (''how'' sites) and those yielded by cognitive subtraction methods (''what'' sites), the tendency of the ''how'' sites in MTL to occur in the left hemisphere, the tendency of other ''how'' sites to occur in one or the other hemisphere, rather than bilaterally, and the meaning and ''reality'' of both brain/behavior correlations and task-related activations. Because of the known incidence of false-positives, all neuroimaging data, including those involving the localization of ''what'' and ''how'' memory sites in MTL and other brain regions, need to be interpreted cautiously, and findings of individual studies should not be overinterpreted. Hippocampus 1999;9:71-82.
Despite the widely held belief that functional neuroimaging studies of memory have failed to capture the hippocampus and medial temporal lobes (MTL) in their net (Fletcher et al., 1995b; Kopelman et al., 1998) , and occasional complaints that they have had only limited success in throwing light on the role of these structures in memory , positron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI) research on ''hippocampal memory'' is flourishing. The Special Issue of Hippocampus provides living testimony to this fact.
WHAT HAS BEEN AND CAN BE LEARNED?
The central issue here is what we have learned, and what we can learn, about the role of the hippocampus and MTL in those forms of memory for which its relevance is well established, episodic (Tulving, 1983) and declarative (Squire, 1992 ). An appropriately neutral query could be put as follows: What do we know now, some half dozen years after the publication of the first ''true'' functional imaging study of memory , and not neglecting data from more traditional lesion analyses, that we did not know before and that is worth knowing about what the hippocampus and MTL ''do'' in or for memory?
Based on the findings of numerous studies, suggestions have been offered as to the nature of the ''role'' of MTL in human memory. Some of these have been rather general, others more specific.
The more general suggestions usually, but not necessarily, are meant to apply to the hippocampus or MTL bilaterally. They include the following: Hippocampus plays a role in memory for past events (Mattioli et al., 1996) . Hippocampal activation signals episodic retrieval of previously studied objects (Schacter et al., 1995) . MTL regions are more active during early stages of memorization of abstract designs than later stages (Petersson et al., 1997) . Hippocampus has been claimed to be involved in the detection and assessment of novelty of incoming information (Tulving et al., 1994c (Tulving et al., , 1996 Stern et al., 1996; Knight, 1996; Dolan and Fletcher, 1997; Parkin, 1997; Grunwald et al., 1998) . Hippocampus and adjacent cortex participate in encoding of information about faces but not about its retrieval .
Other suggestions include specific references to one or the other hemisphere. They include the following. Medial temporal lobe regions in the two hemispheres are engaged automatically and in material-specific ways at the time of perception of objects and their encoding into memory (Martin et al., 1997) . Left hippocampus shows greater activation in retrieval of deeply encoded than in retrieval of shallowly encoded words . Parahippocampal regions are activated depending upon task-related response requirements: Left hemisphere regions are involved in nonmatching tasks, and right in matching tasks (Fujii et al., 1997) . Right hippocampal regions are involved in processing (recognition) of well-known faces, whereas left hippocampal regions are involved in episodic recognition of faces . Left medial temporal lobe is associated with encoding of words, right temporal lobe with encoding of unfamiliar faces (Kelley et al., 1998) .
And then there are even stronger assertions, explicit or implied, that state not only what the hippocampus and MTL do, but also what they do not do. Hippocampal formation is involved in actual conscious recollection of previously studied events but not in the effort to do so (Schacter et al., 1996; Schacter, 1997) . Hippocampus is involved in recall but not in recognition (Aggleton and Saunders, 1997 ; see also Aggleton and Brown, in press ). Hippocampal formation plays a role in the establishment of associations among components of visual displays, but not in novelty detection, encoding of single items, or retrieval of associations (Henke et al., 1997) . Hippocampus shows activity when subjects recognize exactly the same line drawings that they encoded earlier, but not when the size or orientation of the objects are changed at retrieval . Right parahippocampal region is activated when subjects passively view ''scenes,'' that is, spaces that are either filled with objects or are empty, but it is not activated when they view ''spaceless'' objects or faces (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998) , suggesting that this area serves to represent spaces. Right parahippocampal gyrus is activated when subjects view spaces filled with objects, but not activated when they explore empty environment (Maguire et al., 1998 ; see also Maguire, 1997) , suggesting that encoding of objects in space is critical for such activation. Right hippocampus is specifically recruited for mental retrieval of routes through large-scale spatial environments, but not recruited for comparable nontopographical information (Maguire et al., 1996b ; see also Maguire et al., 1996a) . The hippocampus (along with parietal cortex) mediates retrieval of information about self-centered movement through space, but is less involved in the remembering of spatial layouts as such (Berthoz, 1997) .
Finally, there are uncertainties. The issue of material-specificity of the MTL regions in the two hemispheres serves as one example. 1) There is some evidence for material-specific memory deficits attributable to hippocampal damage (Baxendale et al., 1998) . 2) There is good evidence, from both FMRI and PET studies, corroborating other data, that the anterior part of the right parahippocampal gyrus is specifically involved in retrieval of information about objects-in-places (Milner et al., 1997) . 3) There is evidence that what has been interpreted as material specificity in the differential consequences of left and right hippocampal damage may be attributable to other factors (Ridley and Baker, 1997; Helmstaedter et al., 1997; Dobbins et al., 1998) .
This exceedingly compressed overview of some of the findings and conclusions drawn from functional neuroimaging and other studies presents a total picture that is rich, interesting, and challenging. To further titillate the observer of the scene, two studies (Lepage et al., 1998; Schacter and Wagner, 1999, this issue) have reported summarized data garnered from many studies, with intriguing results.
Meta-analyses of both published and unpublished PET data have shown that encoding activations tend to occur more frequently in the rostral (anterior) than the caudal (posterior) regions of MTL, whereas FMRI data show the opposite tendency (see Schacter and Wagner, this issue, for review) . These metaanalyses are based on a relatively large number of studies. Lepage et al. (1998) reported 54 activation points in the MTL originating from 20 studies representing 32 task comparisons. Schacter and Wagner (1999) examined PET and FMRI studies separately. Their review of PET hippocampal activations was based on a survey of 33 different studies in which 52 task comparisons yielded 81 MTL activation points. Their review of FMRI hippocampal activations was based on a survey of nine studies in which 17 task comparisons yielded 31 MTL activations. At the same time, PET-based retrieval activations in MTL show a reversed gradient to that of PET-based encoding activations: Retrieval activations tend to be concentrated more in the caudal than in the rostral regions.
GOODNESS OF MEMORY PERFORMANCE
We have presented this quick overview of functional imaging and some other, related findings concerning hippocampal memory to make two points: 1) The data reported in all these studies should help to dispel the notion that functional neuroimaging is too feeble a technique to measure hippocampal activity, for whatever reason, and 2) even at this early stage of functional imaging analyses of the role of MTL and the hippocampus in memory, many different ideas have already been proposed. Such wealth attests to the fertility of the investigators' minds, but it should also cause concern about the use of the technique. Is it possible that all the ideas already on the table, and others yet to come, are correct? And if not, how should we proceed to sort them out?
The overview also leads to another point, one that is central to the present report. The point is this: All the PET and FMRI studies whose findings or conclusions were summarized above have one important feature in common. In one way or another they all have addressed the same question: Is MTL, or any one of its individual components, including the hippocampus, involved in X, where X stands for an activity or function or behavioral/ cognitive expression? Thus, X might be memory for past events, episodic retrieval of previously studied objects, memorization of abstract designs, detection and assessment of novelty of incoming information, encoding of information about faces, perception of objects and their encoding into memory, processing (recognition) of well-known faces, episodic recognition of faces, conscious recollection of previously studied events, effort to do so, recall of previously studied words, recognition of previously studied words, establishment of associations among components of visual displays, encoding of single items, retrieval of associations, passive viewing of ''scenes,'' passive viewing of ''empty'' spaces, mental retrieval of routes through large-scale spatial environments, retrieval of nontopographical semantic information, retrieval of information about self-centered movement through space, remembering spatial layouts, and so on, and on, and on. As we saw
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earlier, studies have been done, and results have been reported on the involvement of MTL, or the hippocampus, or both, of all of these memory-related activities.
Here we report data that speak to a different kind of a role that MTL, along with other memory-relevant brain regions, can and probably does play. The question we pose is not whether MTL ''does'' X, but, rather, whether MTL, or some of its components, determines ''how well'' X is done. Given that, say, some part of the MTL mediates recognition of previously studied words, is it possible that the same part, or some other region in MTL, determines how good the recognition performance is? Because functional neuroimaging cannot provide evidence on causation, and can only reveal correlations between brain activity and mental activity, the question has to be toned down a bit: Is it possible that the neuronal activity in some MTL regions systematically covaries with the ''goodness'' of recognition performance? The question can be posed with respect to the performance of a given individual in different situations (e.g., Kopelman et al., 1998) , or to comparative performance of different individuals in a given situation.
Here we are concerned with the latter alternative, solely because we had available for analysis relevant data that we had gathered but not analyzed in this fashion in earlier experiments. In examining and evaluating these data, it is important to keep in mind that the results of between-subjects correlational analyses do not predict the results of within-subjects correlational analyses, and vice versa. Our reporting of between-subjects correlational data here does not and should not imply that these data are somehow ''superior'' to within-subjects covariance analyses. The two kinds can only complement each other, and therefore analyses of both kinds must be conducted.
The issue of between-subjects correlation between brain activity and cognitive performance can be regarded as central to the whole functional neuroimaging enterprise. If we think of the ultimate goal of the enterprise as the mapping of brain activity into mental activity, and vice versa, the search for brain correlates of the goodness (power, efficacy, accuracy) of the individual's performance on a mental task becomes highly relevant. A scenario that right now may seem more like science fiction than science, but which is highly likely to be achieved in the future, is one in which an informed observed can examine an individual's brain map and tell what mental activity the individual is engaged in, and how well she is performing, and make an equally correct prediction from the mind side to the brain side.
The search for the elements of such a scenario has already begun, and some preliminary data are available. Several studies have been done in which individual performance on memory tests has been related to individual brain activity. For example, in an early study, Grasby et al. (1993a) examined the correlation between blood flow in hippocampal regions and performance on a long-term auditory-verbal memory task. It was found that the number of words correctly recalled correlated with increased blood flow in bilateral hippocampal regions. The spatial extent of the correlation was greater in the left than in the right hemisphere, and the maximal correlation was located in left hippocampus. In addition, significant correlations between memory performance and blood flow were observed in other regions outside the MTL, including the posterior hypothalamus, posterior cingulate, the precuneus, and angular gyrus. Eustache et al. (1995) measured the correlation between regional cerebral oxygen consumption and performance on several psychometric tests. A hypothesis-driven search revealed significant correlations between the scores on a test of associate learning (recall of paired associates) and metabolism in left thalamus and left hippocampus. A more exploratory statistical analysis additionally revealed significant correlations between right hippocampus metabolism and scores on the associate learning test and a Brown-Peterson Distractor Test. A recent study by Desgranges et al. (1998b) examined correlations between resting cerebral glucose utilization and performance on a variety of memory tasks. Of particular interest here is that performance on a verbal test (story recall) correlated with glucose utilization in left hippocampus and left posterior cingulate. This was found when a regions-of-interest analysis was conducted and also when a more exploratory, whole-brain search was undertaken with statistical parametric mapping (SPM).
Some work from our own laboratory has also been concerned with the relation between brain activity and memory performance (Nyberg et al., 1996d) . Blood flow was measured in six scans while subjects performed three yes/no recognition memory tests of visual words. Two of the scans included words from an incidental study task involving deeper processing, two included words that had been processed more shallowly, and two included non-studied words. When the proportion of correctly recognized words following semantic encoding was cross-correlated with the pattern of whole-brain blood flow across individual subjects, a significant correlation was found in a region in the left anterior MTL. This was so for both scans, suggesting that the correlation was reliable within the sample. Furthermore, activity in this region was significantly correlated with recognition performance following shallow encoding, although the relationship was less strong. No significant correlation was seen between MTL activity and number of yes responses to the non-studied words. To test the generalizability of these findings, we also examined the data from an independent study involving yes/no recognition of words following intentional encoding. A significant correlation between activity in left MTL, near hippocampus proper, and performance was observed. Activity in other regions than MTL regions also covaried with performance. Data from the first sample showed strong correlations, following semantic encoding, in cingulate cortex and bilateral inferior prefrontal cortex, and following shallow encoding, in left cerebellum and in bilateral fusiform gyrus.
The purpose of the exercise described here was threefold. The first was to assess the prevalence of PET-based brain/behavior correlations in MTL regions. The second was to examine the extent to which similar correlations would occur in brain regions other than MTL. And third, we were wondering why no negative correlations between memory performance and regional blood flow have been reported (but see the study by Desgranges et al., 1998b mentioned earlier) . Are there really no negative correlations in PET ''activation'' studies? And if there are, what are they like?
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We obtained the data to explore these issues from four previously done, and at least partially reported, PET studies of episodic encoding and retrieval from our laboratory (Tulving et al., 1994b,c; Nyberg et al., 1995 Nyberg et al., , 1996d . For the purpose of the exercise we recalculated and reanalyzed the data from all four studies using a multivariate approach that allowed us to examine consistent brain/behavior correlations (henceforth simply ''correlations'') across different PET scans of individual studies. Search for such consistency is critical in functional neuroimaging studies, because the possibility of error, including that of false-positivesdetecting sites of brain activations or brain/behavior correlations that are not ''real''-can be high. We will return to this problem in the discussion.
PET CORRELATIONS
We reanalyzed data from four PET studies of recognition memory. Subject and experimental parameters of each study are summarized in Table 1 . Common to the four studies was the fact that they included more than one scan during which blood flow was measured while subjects made binary decisions regarding the status of presented items (novel/familiar). The repetition of conditions within studies allowed us to take into account within-study consistencies in brain/behavior correlations, and the use of a similar behavioral procedure across studies made possible the assessment of consistencies between studies. Importantly, though, as outlined below and summarized in Table 1 , there were several procedural variations between studies, including differences in terms of material (sentences, pictures, words), compatibility of study-test modality (same, different), and differences in the length of the retention interval (ranging from a few minutes to 24 hours). To the extent that any of these variables affected the specific neural constellations that are engaged during execution of the task, study-specific activation patterns would be observed. These may or may not translate into study-specific correlational patterns.
The first study (sentences) examined the neural mechanisms of auditory sentence recognition in 12 young right-handed subjects (Tulving et al., 1994b) . In this study, subjects heard a series of auditory sentences presented to them 24 hours prior to scanning. On the following day while being scanned, subjects were required to discriminate sentences heard on the previous day from new sentences. Six recognition scans were administered. In three scans, subjects heard mainly new sentences and were required to mentally count the number of old sentences, whereas in the remaining three scans subjects heard mainly old sentences and were required to mentally count the number of new sentences. Subjects reported their count following completion of the scan. Performance was scored as the absolute deviation of subjects count of either new or old items from the correct total. This performance variable measures absolute recognition accuracy because false alarms (''old'' responses to new items) and misses (''new'' responses to old items) are considered equivalent as errors.
The second study (pictures) explored blood flow during picture recognition in 12 young right-handed subjects (Tulving et al., 1994c) . The design of this study was similar to the sentences study with the following exceptions: 1) the stimuli were scenic pictures from National Geographic, and 2) subjects received two scans of mainly old pictures and two scans of mainly new pictures. Recognition performance was scored in the same manner as for Sentences.
The third study (cross-modality) examined blood flow during visual recognition of previously studied auditory words (Nyberg et al., 1995) . Prior to scanning, 11 young right-handed subjects studied words under either semantic or non-semantic encoding conditions. During semantic encoding, subjects decided whether words represented living or non-living things. During nonsemantic encoding, subjects decided whether the speaker was male or female. In different scans, blood flow was measured while subjects recognized semantically or non-semantically encoded words. Two scans of each type of recognition condition were performed. The performance measure was the number of previously presented items subjects recognized (hit rate). The fourth study (same-modality) examined recognition of previously presented visual words (Nyberg et al., 1996d) . Twelve right-handed subjects studied words approximately 10 minutes prior to the recognition scans. In one experimental condition, they received another encoding opportunity 5 minutes later (i.e., 5 minutes prior to the scan). During these two recognition conditions, blood flow was measured while subjects attempted to discriminate previously studied words from new words. Performance was measured in terms of correct recognition of previously presented words.
In each study, all subjects' images were aligned to their first image, spatially transformed into the standard stereotaxic atlas space of Talairach and Tournoux (1988) , and smoothed by means of a 10-mm isotropic Gaussian filter using Statistical Parametric Mapping software [SPM96, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London ].
Each study was analyzed with the method of Partial Least Squares (McIntosh et al., 1996; Schreurs et al., 1997) . Partial Least Squares (PLS) is a multivariate approach that examines the relation between a set of exogenous measures such as experimental design, or subjects' performance measures, and a set of functional brain images. The outcome of PLS is a new set of images (the singular images) that identifies networks of brain regions that optimally relate to particular aspects of the experimental design to a measure of performance. The strength of this relation can be evaluated at the level of the entire image, or at the level of individual voxels, through assessment the contribution of the voxel to the singular image.
In the present case, separate PLS analyses were conducted for each of the four studies. Each analysis examined the image-wide relationship between blood flow and memory performance across all scans of the experiment simultaneously and produced a series of images, which represent the optimal relationship between blood flow and performance at each point in the brain. In each analysis, the image which accounted for the largest proportion of the covariance between blood flow and retrieval performance represented common correlations between blood flow and behavior across all conditions of the study.
The reliability of the correlated regions was assessed by means of a bootstrap procedure. In bootstrapping, subjects are randomly selected into the analysis with replacement from the entire group of subjects within each study. For each new sample, the entire PLS procedure is re-calculated.
This sampling and analysis procedure was carried out 100 times in each study, resulting in estimates of the standard error of the covariance between the singular image and memory performance, and the standard error of the contribution of each voxel to the singular image (which is proportional to its covariance with performance). The ratio of the covariance to its standard error is similar to a z-score, and for the present results, we thresholded the bootstrap results at a ratio of 2.24, approximately equivalent to P Ͻ .025 on a two-tailed normal distribution. We focused on the reliability of the voxel contributions to this pattern, rather than a singular image, to determine whether there were certain regions that showed a replicable contribution to memory performance across studies. By using bootstrapping, we emphasize the reliability of the correlation rather than its magnitude alone. Bootstrapping assesses the reliability of correlations by guarding against the effects of outlier observations. In addition, we thresholded the spatial extent of the activations to those correlation regions greater than 15 voxels in size.
The locations of peak positive correlations between rCBF and recognition performance are presented in Table 2 , organized by the brain structures in which these correlations were observed in. Table 3 presents the location of peak negative correlations.
Positive MTL correlations were observed in each of the four studies, although in the same-modality study, the bootstrap ratio of the MTL correlation (0.034) fell below the originally specified threshold level. Except for the cross-modal study, all MTL correlations occurred in the left hemisphere; in the cross-modal study, the correlation was bilateral. Only three other brain regions were correlated in more than one study. These included the fusiform gyrus, cuneus/precuneus, and Brodmann area 6. The remaining correlations were study-specific (see Table 2 ), and indeed may not be reliable, as we discuss later.
The most prominent sites of negative correlations between rCBF and recognition performance occurred in the frontal and temporal lobes. Frontal regions included Brodmann areas 9 and 10 bilaterally and Brodmann areas 11 and 47 in the right hemisphere. Temporal regions included the middle temporal gyrus (BA 21) bilaterally and Brodmann areas 22 and 38 in the left hemisphere. The insular region also correlated negatively in three of the four studies examined. With the exception of the cuneus/precuneus region (Sentences and Pictures study), the remaining negative correlations were study specific (see Table 3 ).
PERFORMANCE CORRELATIONS IN FUNCTIONAL NEUROIMAGING
The purpose of the meta-analysis whose results are reported here was to examine the possibility that behavioral performance in recognition memory is systematically related to neuronal activity, as reflected in changes in blood flow, not only in medial temporal lobe regions but also in other regions of the brain. We went beyond previous reports in three ways: 1) Considering data from a small set of four studies instead of a single study, 2) not focusing solely on MTL but treating it as a (key) component of more widely distributed memory circuits of the brain, and 3) dealing with and reporting both positive and negative brain/behavior correlations.
The data we describe serve primarily to point to the potential usefulness of the method of between-subjects correlations in neuroimaging studies of memory, as well as other higher cognitive processes. Because the four studies whose data we examined were initially designed to maximize the performance on the tasks of interest, and thereby minimize between-subject variability, the fact that anything useful came out of the performance-related analysis is both surprising and promising. It suggests that under more optimal conditions, including planned enhancement of between-subjects variance of performance, the outcome of correlational analyses might be considerably more decisive.
It is useful to note at this point that our exercise and its outcome says nothing about the sources or causes of the between-subject blood flow differences at the sites of observed correlations. Specifically, it is not known whether these differences are ''acute,'' that is, related to the particular cognitive task, here episodic recognition, or whether they are ''chronic,'' that is, 
MEMORY PROCESSES IN MTL AND BEYOND
Every one of the four studies yielded at least one brain/behavior correlation site in MTL, although in one case we had to lower the predetermined threshold a bit to pick up the correlation. Interestingly, all these MTL correlations were positive. The observation that activity in MTL regions correlated positively with recognition memory performance has implications for the interpretation of their functional role. One general point is that such data indicate that it is not simply the attempt to remember that activates MTL regions. Rather these regions seem to play a special role in successful recognition. This may be related to findings that the degree of activation of MTL regions during encoding is related to subsequent memory performance (Fernandez et al., 1998; Brewer et al., 1998; Wagner et al., 1998; Cahill and McGaugh, 1998) . It is still an open question what specific aspect of successful recognition is related to MTL activation, but we note that our findings are in keeping with proposals that MTL activation is related to the experience of conscious recollection (Schacter et al., 1996; Heckers et al., 1998) .
Many other sites of correlations, both positive and negative, were observed in brain regions that have become quite familiar from the many neuroimaging studies of memory that have used subtraction techniques as well as correlational analyses (for reviews, see Buckner and Tulving, 1995; . With regard to consistent findings across studies, positive correlations were observed in the cuneus/precuneus region. This agrees with previous correlational results (Grasby et al., 1993a) . Moreover, early data from subtraction analyses associated this region with episodic retrieval (Grasby et al., 1993b; Fletcher et al., 1995b) , although its functional role was not clear. Subsequent work has shed some light on its role . A particularly interesting finding in the present context is that of higher activation in precuneus during conditions of higher compared to lower levels of episodic retrieval (Kapur et al., 1995b) . Positive correlations were also found across studies in fusiform gyrus and premotor cortex. Based on what we know from subtraction analyses these regions do not stand out as episodic retrieval regions , but it is noteworthy that the significant correlation between verbal episodic memory and glucose utilization in left MTL reported by Desgranges et al (1998b) implicated the fusiform gyrus. Negative correlations were observed in bilateral frontal, temporal, and insular regions. Thus, subjects who performed well tended to have lower activity in these regions compared to subjects who recognized fewer items.
Although we cannot as yet say much about the ''meaning'' of positive and negative correlations, it seems reasonable to make something out of what looks like a spatial pattern, or a possible pattern, when we examine the sites of positive and negative activations in the various (large) anatomical regions of the brain, as shown in Tables 2 and 3 : There were no positive correlations in two large brain areas, namely (lateral) temporal gyri and insula, in which our exercise revealed negative correlations. These regions have frequently shown up in other PET studies of memory (Grasby et al., 1994; Tulving et al., 1994b,c; Fink et al., 1996; Ghaem et al., 1997) , and are known to be almost always damaged in anterograde amnesia (Kapur et al., 1994) . Does this suggest that the brain will turn out to have regions in which only positive memory-based correlations with neural activity are found, and others in which there are only negative correlations? It is far too early to call the outcome; the future will tell. We must also remember that the spatial pattern is created by both the presences and absences of correlations, and the problem with absences is that in neuroimaging studies they are largely uninterpretable (Buckner and Tulving, 1995) . Everybody knows that the easiest way to ''produce'' a lack of activation is to do a study with a small sample of subjects (Andreasen et al., 1996) .
The role of the frontal lobes in episodic memory is complex, and subtraction analyses have revealed positive, negative, or no association between degree of prefrontal activity and memory performance (for a recent review, see Gabrieli et al., 1997) . Of special interest here are findings of lower prefrontal activity during higher levels of retrieval. Such a pattern was observed by Schacter et al. (1996) and interpreted in terms of retrieval effort. Similarly, in the present analyses, those subjects who scored low may have tried harder to recognize the stimuli than those performing well. With regard to lower activity in various temporal and insular regions, it can be noted that inhibition of activity in temporal regions has been suggested to be important for episodic retrieval (Nyberg et al., 1996c) . Moreover, found a negative correlation between insular activity during encoding and performance on a delayed test of episodic memory, and they suggested that insular activation may be disruptive rather than beneficial.
More generally, although these correlational findings have been discussed region by region, we like to stress the possibility that several of the involved regions, showing positive as well as negative correlations, are components of the same network of brain regions that mediates successful episodic retrieval. In such a network, increased as well as decreased regional activity are equally important for a successful outcome (e.g., recognition of an item). Such a ''success network'' probably operates in conjunction with a more general episodic retrieval network (Nyberg et al., 1996b) .
''WHAT'' AND ''HOW'' MEMORY SITES
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of the existence of brain sites that are differentially active in two comparison tasks. The results from the covariance analyses we have presented here have provided suggestive evidence of the existence of brain sites whose activity in different subjects is correlated with the ''goodness'' of the subjects' cognitive/ behavioral performance. We refer to the activation sites yielded by subtraction analyses as the ''what'' sites: their activity ''reveals'' (i.e., is correlated with) what the system is doing, or what kind of a task it is engaged in. And we refer to the activation sites yielded by brain/cognition covariance analyses as the ''how'' sites: their activity ''reveals'' (i.e., is correlated with) how well the system is performing a given task. Given the suggestive evidence of the existence of these two kinds of memory-related activation sites in the brain, it makes sense to ask how the two are related. Are the ''what'' sites the same as the ''how'' sites? Always? Or are the ''how'' sites in a given task a subset of the ''what'' sites of the same task?
It is quite possible that the ''what'' regions that distinguish between the presence and the absence of a process, or that are differentially ''involved'' in two tasks, are also ''how'' regions whose activity is associated with how well a given single task is carried out. It is also possible, of course, that the ''what'' and the ''how'' of a task are subserved by largely separate regions. Because of the novelty of the distinction and near-total absence of any relevant data, there is little that one can say definitively on the topic at this time. We are dealing with an empirical question here that only future research can answer. This future research will not only assess the validity of the distinction between the hypothetical ''what'' and ''how'' regions, but will also clarify the relation between them.
It is useful to firmly keep in mind one purely logical difference between ''what'' and ''how'' regions: ''What'' regions are always and necessarily associated with the difference between two tasks. The locations of ''what'' sites, therefore, can vary with the task of interest (the target task) as well as with the control task (the reference task). ''How'' regions, on the other hand, are associated with a given single task, and their locations are not directly affected by any other task. For this reason alone one should not expect a complete overlap between ''what'' and ''how'' memory sites.
The distinction between ''what'' and ''how'' memory regions of the brain can be seen as related to the findings of some empirical evidence from our previous studies. In two experiments we found evidence that some brain regions, most notably a right prefrontal region, are generally involved in episodic memory retrieval, whereas more posterior regions seem to be specifically activated during conditions of higher levels of retrieval performance (Kapur et al., 1995b; Nyberg et al., 1995) . Thus the right prefrontal region may be considered a ''what'' region and specific posterior (and MTL) regions ''how'' regions. Similarly, in a study of retrieval of item, spatial, and temporal information (Nyberg et al., 1996b) , we found that several regions, including right anterior prefrontal cortex, were involved in retrieval regardless of type of information, whereas other frontal (and temporal) regions were activated depending on the to-be-retrieved information (item, spatial, or temporal information). We described this pattern of results in terms of ''general'' and ''specific'' brain regions mediating various aspects of episodic retrieval, but the general/specific distinction could be mapped onto the distinction between ''what'' and ''how.'' For what it is worth, we note here that the five MTL ''how'' sites listed in Table 2 are localized more-or-less evenly along the rostrocaudal axis of the hippocampus, without showing any tendency to conform to the HIPER pattern. This observation suggests that there need not be indeed any tight coupling between the ''what'' and the ''how'' regions. As we mentioned earlier, our first ventures into correlational PET analyses (Nyberg et al., 1996d ) also yielded ''how'' sites in the rostral part of MTL, thus further adding to the separability of the localization of the two kinds of memory-related regions. It is difficult, of course, to draw even tentative conclusions on the basis of data as sparse as those available now. This is why our speculations about the relation between ''what'' and ''how'' regions primarily serve the function of guiding future research.
UNILATERAL MTL CORRELATIONS?
Another interesting feature of the MTL ''how'' sites listed in Table 2 is that they are unilateral, that is, found only in one hemisphere in any given study. Because of the small number of observations involved, it would be difficult to assign much significance to the fact they are ''mostly'' in the left hemisphere. Nevertheless, the same tendency for MTL activations to occur unilaterally is also found in meta-analyses-based PET rCBF (Lepage et al., 1998) or FMRI BOLD (Schacter and Wagner, this issue) studies. In these analyses the data are more convincing, because the sample sizes are larger.
It is important to note that the observation of (mostly) left-lateralized MTL activations in the data set summarized in Table 2 is not, for whatever reason, a necessary outcome of the method of analysis as such. Such necessity is contraindicated by the data in Table 3 , which lists the sites of negative correlations. There are five pairs of bilateral activations: two in the frontal gyri (sentences and pictures), two in temporal gyri (pictures and same-modality), and one in cuneus/precuneus (pictures). Similar bilateral activations of a given small region are frequently observed in PET studies of memory.
As is the case with most PET findings at the present early stage of research, the apparent unilaterality of MTL activations has no ready physiological explanation. The major reason for the difficulty lies in the fact that much of previous research on hippocampal memory has dealt with the hippocampus bilaterally and has glossed over the possibility of its unilateral functioning. In lesion work with nonhuman animals, lesions are usually bilateral. In studies of human patients with MTL damage, laterality as an issue has usually only risen in connection with the traditional orientation in terms of material specificity-right, verbal stimuli; left, nonverbal. Although the language-based laterality differences cannot be excluded, they do not account for the total pattern.
MEANING AND ''REALITY'' OF THE FINDINGS
As one contemplates the data reported here, as well as many other data reported in other articles in the Special Issue, and does so against the backdrop of a rapidly growing rich literature on neurocognition of memory, it is easy to feel satisfied with the pace of progress. Even if we still do not have any good ideas about the role of ''the hippocampus'' in memory, at least it looks as if we are collecting data about memory processes in living brains of the kind that one could only have dreamt about as little as 10 years ago.
Before we get carried away by the exuberant enthusiasm that frequently affects players of a new game, and in the interests of serious science, we should ask a simple question: How ''real'' are these findings? We raise this question because we believe it is important. Although the problem of reality of findings has been noted and discussed before (Eustache et al., 1995; Desgranges et al., 1998a) , it frequently tends to be overlooked.
The problem is one of false-positives: artifactual activations that appear in the data because of the procedure used rather than because of the physiology of cognition. We know that a certain proportion of activations are artifactual. What we do not know is how many and which. In our own studies it must be the case that some vectors in a huge array of nearly 60,000 such, each representing the blood flow counts of the N subjects in a given voxel in the Talairach space, would be positively or negatively correlated with some other vectors, including those comprising entirely randomly selected numbers.
This simple fact means that it is not sufficient to identify ''real'' (biologically relevant) correlation sites by statistical significance levels alone. Finding and reporting of single unreplicated correlations in and of itself does not carry much weight. Such a procedure would lead to the inclusion of many false-positives among the ''real'' brain/mind correlations. To guard against such errors, and to minimize their occurrence, one must rely heavily on consistency analysis. The difference between real and artifactual activation sites-both ''what'' and ''how''-lies in their replication across studies: Specific real activations replicate, spurious ones do not. In our studies, both those done previously (Nyberg et al., 1996d) and those reported here, we have been fully aware of the difficulty and have used consistency and replicability of activation sites as an important criterion in reporting the findings.
Even full awareness of the possibility of false-positive errors and consequent insistence on consistency, however, cannot guarantee that every single one of the correlation sites that we report here is ''real.'' There is little doubt that an unknown proportion of them are spurious. And there is no way to tell, from any single study, which ones they are. It is only painstaking replicative research that will eventually sort out the wheat from the chaff.
The same logic, of course, applies to both the correlational and the subtractive methods. In subtraction studies, too, it is almost always the case that some observed ''activations'' represent nothing more than noise, and again it is not possible to establish their identity on the basis of a single study.
These simple logical facts urge care in the design of the studies, and caution in the interpretation of findings. It is for these reasons that larger systematic patterns of activation or correlations yielded by neuroimaging studies, such as HERA in the frontal lobes (Tulving et al., 1994a; Nyberg et al., 1996a; Grady, 1999) and HIPER in MTL (Lepage et al., 1998; Schacter and Wagner, 1999) , are going to be more informative in the long run than are the results of individual studies: They cannot be produced by random factors.
CONCLUSIONS
The story we have told here serves more to illustrate what PET and FMRI can contribute to the understanding of memory in the brain than it does to describe what has already been accomplished. We are still at the very early stages of the functional neuroimaging game and are still learning how to play it properly. In doing so, we must remember that the medial temporal lobes and the hippocampus, and their role in memory, did not evolve for the convenience of cognitive neuroscientists.
The purpose of this work was to explore the usefulness of the brain/behavior correlational method in the study of the role of MTL and other brain regions in memory. We wish to emphasize both ''MTL'' and ''other regions'' because it is clear that a final understanding of the role of MTL in memory does not only require knowledge of the inner workings of various individual MTL compartments and their relatedness, but also that of their mutual interactions with other memory-related cerebral regions, in keeping with the spirit of memory networks in ''the hippocampus and beyond'' (Tulving and Markowitsch, 1997) . Functional neuroimaging, like any other single technique that scientists use, is in many ways imperfect.
The meta-analysis of across-subjects correlations between regional cerebral blood flow and recognition-memory performance that we reported here shows that neuronal activity in specific regions in the brain (the ''how'' sites), including those in and near the hippocampus, covaries systematically with the accuracy with which different individuals perform recognition tasks. One possible interpretation of our findings, to be taken with a big grain of salt, is that regions exist in ''memory areas'' of the brain whose level of neuronal activity determines how well the individual performs on the task. These brain/cognition correlational data complement data from studies using subtraction analyses, data that point to the regions (the ''what'' sites) that are systematically involved in mediating the execution of a given task with its specific processing requirements.
We think of the data we have reported here as representing another tiny step toward the ultimate goal of functional neuroimaging-that of mapping of brain activity, in and beyond MTL regions, into mental activity, and vice versa. However, because we still know rather little about the validity and reliability of neuroimaging data, we must wait for future research to tell us how much progress the ''tiny'' step represents.
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